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3. Post homomorphisms, Post ideals and subalgebras of Post algebras. 
Post homomorphisms were introduced, by TRACZYK in [4]. In this 
section we will prove some properties of Post homomorphisms which 
appear to be useful in the sequel, and we will also characterize those 
ideals of a Post algebra which are the kernel of a Post homomorphism. 
Finally, we will introduce the concept of a subalgebra of a Post algebra. 
First, we recall the definition of a Post homomorphism. [4] 
Let P=(eo, e1, ... , en-1; B) and P' =(eo', e1', ... , e'm-1; B') be Post 
algebras. A map h: P-+ P' is a Post homomorphism if: (i) his a (lattice) 
homomorphism; (ii) h(e~) E {eo', e1', ... , e'm-1} for O.;;;i.;;;n-1, and h(O)=O 
and h{1)= 1. 
The kernel of a Post homomorphism his defined by ke h= {a : h(a) =.0}. 
Observe, that the product of two Post homomorphisms is again a Post 
homomorphism. A Post epi(mono)morphism is a Post homomorphism 
which is onto (one-one). A Post isomorphism is a Post homomorphism 
which is epi and mono. Clearly, a Post isomorphism is a lattice isomor-
phism. 
The following theorem will be needed in the sequel. 
Theorem 3.1. 
Let P=(eo, e1, ... , en-1; B) and P'=(eo', e1', .. . , e'm-1; B') be Post 
algebras and let h: P -+ P' be a Post epimorphism. Then h( B) = B'. 
Proof. Clearly, h(B) C B'. Thus we must show that B' C h(B). Since 
h is a Post epimorphism, there exist numbers 0 = io < i1 < ... < im-1 < n- 1, 
such that h(e~)=el for if';;;;,i<ii+l and O.;;;j.;;;m-2, and h(e~)=e'm-1 for 
im-l<i<n-1. Let a' be an element of.B'. We want to show that a' E h(B). 
There is an element a E P, such that a' =h(a). Let a= .I a,e, be the 
1..;;i.;;;n-1 
monotonic representation of a. Then a'= z h(at)h(e,)= z h(atf)e/. 
1..;;i..;;n-1 1..;;f..;;m-1 
Observe that this is the monotonic representation of a'. But a' E B', thus 
it follows (cf. section 1) that h(a~1)=h(at2)= ... =h(atm_1 ). But then we 
have a' =h(a1), but a1 E B, thus a' E h(B). 
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We will now introduce the concept of subalgebra of a Post algebra, 
and we will define this concept as follows. 
Let P = (eo, e1, ... , en-1; B) be a Post algebra. A subset P' of P is a 
subalgebra of P if: (i) P' is a sublattice of P containing 0 and 1; (ii) If B' 
is the Boolean algebra of complemented elements of P' and if 
0 = ek0 , ekl' ... , ekp_ 1 = en-1, k1 < k2 < ... < kp-1, are those elements of the 
set {et: O<;i<;n-1} which belong toP', then any element a of P' can be 
written as a= 2 aieki' atE B'. It is obvious that B' is a subalgebra 
t<i<v-1 
of B, and that P' is a Post algebra of order p, because the conditions (i) 
and (ii) of section 1 are satisfied. Also note that every element of the 
form 2 aiek,, atE B' belongs to P', since P' is a sublattice of P. 
t<i<p-1 
We will now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. 
Let P=(eo, e1, .. . , en-1; B) and P'=(eo', e1', .. . , e'm-1; B') be Post 
algebras, and let h: P -+ P' be a Post homomorphism. Then h(P) is a 
subalgebra of P'. 
Proof. There are numbers O=io<i1 < ... <ip-l";;,n-1, and numbers 
O=ko<k1< ... <kp-1=m-1, such that h(et)=ek/ for 
and h(et)=e'kP_ 1 =e'm-1 for ip-1<:i<;n-l. Clearly, h(P) is a sublattice 
of P'. Now suppose a' E h(P), then there is an a E P, such that a' =h(a). 
Let a= 2 atet be the monotonic representation of a. Then 
l<i:s:;;n-1 
a'= 2 h(at)h(et)= 2 h(aki)e'kr 
t<i<n-1 l<i<P-1 
But h(aki) E h(B), and by theorem 3.1 h(B) is the Boolean algebra of 
complemented elements of h(P). It follows that h(P) is a subalgebra of P'. 
Our next problem will be to characterize those ideals of a Post algebra 
which are the kernel of a Post homomorphism. It is easy to see that not 
every ideal of a Post algebra is the kernel of a Post homomorphism. 
We will see that if an ideal is the kernel of a Post homomorphism, then it 
is in general the kernel of more (but a finite number of) Post homo-
morphisms. 
Let P=(eo, e1, .. . , en-1; B) be a Post algebra. Suppose that Ll is an 
ideal of P. Ll is called a Post ideal of P, if there exists a number k, 
1 < k < n- 1, and an ideal Ll' of B, such that a= 2 atet (monotonic 
t<i~n-1 
representation) ELl, if and only if ai ELl' for i;;.k. 
We will also denote Ll by Ll = (LI', k), and it is easy to check that 
Ll n B=LI'. Moreover, Ll is proper, if and only if Ll' is proper. Again, 
if LI=(LI', k) is proper, then et ELl, if and only if i<k. If LI=(LI', k) is 
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proper, then the number k is called the order of Ll (Notice: k> 1). Observe, 
that equivalently, the order of a proper Post ideal Ll is the smallest number 
k, such that ek ¢ Ll. 
Obviously, the order of the zero ideal (0) is 1. It easily follows that 
if Ll' is a proper ideal of B, then for every k, 1 <k<n-1, there is precisely 
one Post ideal Ll of P of order k, such that Ll n B = Ll '. A special case of 
Post ideals was considered in [4]. The notion of order of an ideal of a 
Post algebra was also introduced in [4]. 
We will now prove that the Post ideals are precisely the kernels of 
Post homomorphisms. 
Theorem 3.3. 
Let P =<eo, e1, ... , en-l; B) be a Post algebra. A proper ideal of P 
is the kernel of a Post homomorphism, if and only if it is a Post ideal. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. In order to prove sufficiency, suppose 
Ll = (Ll', k) is a Post ideal of P. It would be sufficient to show that Ll is at 
least the kernel of one Post homomorphism. However, we will exhibit all 
the (non-isomorphic) Post homomorphic images of P, such that the kernel 
of the corresponding Post homomorphism is Ll. Asssume first, that 
1 < k < n- 1. It follows from the properties of Ll, that the underlying 
Boolean algebra of any of the desired quotient Post algebra must be 
isomorphic to BJLI'. Now, pick any set of numbers h, k2 , ••. , km-b such 
that k = k1 < k2 < ... < km-l < n -1. Recall, (section 1) that there exists a 
uniquely determined Post algebra P' of order m, whose underlying Boolean 
algebra is BfLI. Thus, P'=(eo', e1', ... , e'm-l; B(LI). Let h'; B--+ BJLI be 
the natural homomorphism. Now, we define a map h: P--+ P' as follows 
(cf. [4]). Let a= L aiei (monotonic representation) be an element of P. 
l<i~n-1 
Define h(a) = . L h(aki)e/. It is easy to check that h is a Post homo-
t<,<m-t 
morphism from P onto P'. Furthermore, a Eke h -¢> h' (aki) = 0 for 
j-;;,1-¢>h(ai)=0-¢>i-;;,k-¢>aELI'. Thus, keh=LI. 
It follows from the definition of Post homomorphism that the preceding 
procedure furnishes all the desired Post homomorphic images. Now 
assume, secondly, that k=n-1, then obviously Ll is the kernel of a Post 
homomorphism from Ponto (eo', e1'; B(LI'), and this is clearly the only one. 
We will close this section with a few remarks on prime ideals of Post 
algebras (also cf. TRACZYK [5]), and Post homomorphisms whose kernel 
is a prime ideal. First, it should be noted, that if Ll is a prime ideal of 
P=(eo, e1, ... , en-l; B), then Ll is a Post ideal. 
Indeed, let Ll' =Ll n B, then Ll' is a prime ideal of B. Since Ll is proper, 
there exists a smallest number k, 1 < k < n- 1 such that ek ¢ Ll. 
Now suppose a E P, a= L aiei (monotonic representation) and 
t<i<n-1 
a ELl. Clearly, afei ELl for 1<i<n-l. For i-;;,k, ei ¢Ll, thus ai ELl, 
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thus at E Ll'. Conversely, suppose at E Ll' for i > k, then, since e, E Ll for 
i < k, it follows that a E Ll. Hence Ll is a Post ideal. 
Denoting, as usual, the two elements Boolean algebra by the symbol 2, 
there seems no danger of confusion if we let n stand (n-;;.2) for the Post 
algebra of order n, whose underlying Boolean algebra is the Boolean 
algebra 2. Then the following can be easily checked. Suppose P is a Post 
algebra of order n, and suppose Ll is a prime ideal of P of order k, 
1 ..;;;k.;;;;n-1, then for every m, 2.;;;;m.;;;;n-k+ 1, Ll is the kernel of a Post 
) homomorphism of P onto the Post algebra m. 
4. The category of Post algebras and Post homomorphisms and the category 
of Post spaces and Post continuous maps. 
In this section we will investigate in more detail the relationship which 
exists between Post algebras and Post spaces. We will introduce, as new 
notions, the concepts of Post subspaces and Post continuous maps. We 
will obtain as our main result, that there exists a one-one contravariant 
functor between the category of Post algebras and Post homomm;phisms, 
and the category of Post spaces and Post continuous maps. 
Suppose X= ( {Xt, gt}t~l,2, ... ,n-1, Y) is a Post space (cf. section 1). 
A subspace X' of X is called a Post subspace of X, if there exist numbers 
i1, i2, ... , im-1, m-;;.2, such that O<i1 <i2 ... <im-l<n-1, and a closed 
subspace Y' of Y such that X'= U gtk(Y'). 
l.o;k.o;m-1 
It is immediate that X' is a Post space of order m. 
Next, we will define continuous maps. 
Suppose X=({Xt, gt}t~l, 2, ... ,n-1, Y) and X'=({Xt', gt'}t~1,2, ... ,m-1, Y') 
are Post spaces. Suppose f* is a continuous map from Y' to Y. Then, 
for every i and j, 1.;;;;i.;;;;n-1, 1.;;;;j.;;;;m-1, f7., will denote that map 
from X/ to Xt which makes the diagram 
Xt t-----...... ------;X/ 
1/:. 
g/ , 
I* y .._ ____ .., _____ __,. Y' 
commutative. Thus 
(4.1) 
Obviously, the maps f7,, are continuous. Now suppose f: X'--+ X is a 
continuous map. f is called a Post continuous map, if there exist numbers 
i1, i2, ... , ip-1 and numbers k1, k2, ... , kp-b such that 
O<i1 <i2< ... <ip-l<n-1 
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and O<k1<k2< ... <kp-1=m-1, and if there exists a continuous map 
f* : Y' ---7- Y such that 
~f(x)=fi.•1 (x) if xEX/ and j<k1 (4.2) 
( f(x)=fi.•1(x) if x EX/ and k1-1<j<k1, 2<l<p-l. 
We will say that f is determined by f* and by the numbers i1 and k,, 
1<j<p-l. 
It is easy to see that f(X') is a Post subspace of X, and also that the 
product of two Post continuous maps is a Post continuous map again. 
A one-one Post continuous map of a Post space onto a Post space is 
obviously a homeomorphism, and such a homeomorphism will be called a 
Post homeomorphism. 
We now recall the following property of Boolean algebras (cf. [3]). 
Let B1 and B2 be Boolean algebras, and let X1 and X 2 be their dual 
spaces. Let h: B1 ---7- B2 be a homomorphic map, and let f: X2 ---7- X1 be 
its dual map. If for every a E B1, a* and (h(a))* denote the corresponding 
open-and-closed sets in xl and x2 resp., then we have 
(4.3) j-1(a*) = (h(a))*. 
Now suppose P=(eo, e1, ... , en-1; B) and P'=(eo', e1' ... , e'm-1; B') are 
Post algebras and suppose X= ( {Xt, gt}i=l,2, ... ,n-1, Y) and 
X'= ({X I '} - Y') i , gi i-1,2, ... ,m-1, 
are their dual spaces. 
Let for every i, 1<i<n-1, Bt and ({Jibe defined as in section 1, and 
let for every i, 1 <i<m-1, Bt' and q;t' have a similar meaning referring 
to P'. Again, we will denote- as in section 1 -the subset of X corresponding 
with an element a of P, by a* and we will use a similar notation for 
elements of P'. 
Let h: P ---7- P' be a Post homomorphism. Then, there are numbers 
O=io<i1 < ... <ip-1<n-1, and numbers 0=ko<k1 < ... <kp-l=m-1 
such that h(et)=e'k; for it<i<it+b O<j<p-2, and h(et)=e'kp_1 =e'm-1 
for ip-1 <i<n-1. Call hfB=h*, and let f*: Y' ---7- Y be the dual map of h*. 
Let f: X' ---7- X be the Post continuous map determined by f* and by 
the numbers i1 and kj, 1<j<p-l. We will call f the dual map of h. We 
are then able to prove that 4.3 also holds for Post algebras. 
Theorem 4.1. 
For every element a E P, we have j-1(a*) = (h(a))*. 
Proof. Let a= 1 atet (monotonic representation) be an element 
t<i~n-1 
of P. Then h(a)= 1 h(at)h(et)= 1 h(at;)ek·'= 1 h(at1)et'. Ob-
t<i<n-1 I<i<P-1 1 T<t- 1<i<k; 
1<i<P-1 
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serve that the last expression is the monotonic representation of h(a). 
We have for every i and every ih 
(<p/(h(at;)))* =gt'-1(h(ai;))* (by 1.2) =g/-1(f*-1(at;)) (by 4.3) 
= 11.~ 1 (g~\af;)) (by 4.1) = 11.~\Tt;(at;))* (by 1.2). 
Now we have (h(a))* = U (<p/(h(at;))* (by 1.3). 
k;-l<i<;;;k; 
l~j:~p-1 
Hence (h(a))* = U 11.~ 1 (<pt;(ai;))* = l-1( U (<pt;{at;))*) = 
k;-l<i<;;;k; l<;;;i<;;;p-1 
I<i~p-1 
= 1-1( U :(<pt(at))*) = l-1(a*) (by 1.3). This completes the proof of the 
I<i<n-1 
theorem. 
The correspondence which associates with every Post algebra its dual 
space, and with every Post homomorphism its dual map, establishes a 
contravariant functor <P from the category ~ of Post algebras and Post 
homomorphisms, to the category ~* of Post spaces and Post con-
tinuous maps. Indeed, it follows from the discussion in this section, that 
if h1: P1 ---0>- P2 and h2: P2 ---0>- Pa are Post homomorphisms, then 
It is also easy to see, applying the representation theory of Boolean 
algebras, and the results of this section, that if h and h' are Post homo-
morphisms and if fjj(h)=fjj(h'), then h=h'. Therefore, fjj is a one-one 
contravariant functor. 
Now suppose that P=(eo, e1, ... , Cn-1; B) and P'=(eo', e1', ... , e'm-1; B') 
are Post algebras, and that 
X= ( {Xt, gi}t~1,2, ... ,n-1, Y) and X'= ( {Xt', g/}i~1,2, ... ,m-1, Y') 
are their dual spaces. Let h: P ---0>- P' be a Post epimorphism. There exist 
numbers O=io<i1< ... <im-1<n-1, such that h(et)=e/ for ir;;;;;i<iJ+b 
O<j<m-2, and h(et)=e'm-1 for im-1<i<n-l. Now h*=h IBis an 
epimorphism, and it follows from the representation theory of Boolean 
algebras that all the 17.. are one-one maps. It then easily follows from 4.2, 
that I is one-one. Conversely, it is easy to check, that if I is one-one, then h 
is a Post epimorphism. Thus, we have shown that if h is a Post homo-
morphism, then h is a Post epimorphism if and only if, <P(h) is one-one. 
If h: P ---0>- P' is a Post epimorphism, then fjj(h) =I: X' ---0>- X is a Post 
one-one continuous map from X' onto I(X'). But then, as we have seen 
previously, I is a Post homeomorphism from X' onto I(X'). Notice that 
(cf. 4.2) I(X') = U lti;(X/). If we now identify X' with I(X'), then 
l:s(j:s;;;m-1 
it follows from theorem 4.1., that for every a E P, (h(a))* =a* n X', 
which is a generalization of a similar relation for Boolean algebras. Second, 
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assume that h: P--+ P' is a Post monomorphism. Then we have h(et)=O, 
if and only if i = 0. Moreover, h( et) +- h( e1) for i +- j and obviously h * = h I B 
is a monomorphism. Therefore the t. are "onto", and it follows that ,,. 
([>(h)=f is "onto". Conversely, it is again easy to check, that iff is 
"onto", then his a Post monomorphism. Thus we have shown that if h 
is a Post homomorphism, the h is a Post monomorphism if and only if, 
([>(h) is "onto". 
It follows from the previous results that a Post homomorphism is a 
Post isomorphism, if and only if its dual map is a Post homeomorphism. 
The results obtained in the previous discussion can be summarized in the 
following theorem (also cf. [5]). 
Tl}eorem 4.2. 
Let ~ be the category of Post algebras and Post homomorphisms, and 
let ~* be the category of Post spaces and Post continuous maps. There 
exists a one-one contravariant functor ([> from ~ to ~* such that for 
every P E ~, ([>(P) is the dual space of P, and for every Post homomor-
phism h, ([>(h) is the dual map of h. his epi(mono}, if and only if, ([>(h) is 
mono (epi), and in particular, h is a Post isomorphism, if and only if, 
([>(h) is a Post homeomorphism. 
If X is a Post space, then there exists a Post algebra P, such that 
([>(P) is Post homeomorphic to X. 
Remark. It also follows from our discussion that the category of 
Boolean algebras and homomorphisms is a full subcategory of ~' and 
the category of Boolean spaces and continuous maps is a full subcate-
gory of~*. 
5. IX-complete Post algebras 
In section 1 we have pointed out that every Post algebra P of order n, 
can be imbedded as a sublattice in the direct product B* of n-1 copies 
of the underlying Boolean algebra B of P. 
In this section we will apply this notion in order to obtain some results 
for ()(.-complete Post algebras (IX will always denote an infinite cardinal 
number). In particular, we will consider ()(.-representable Post algebras. 
These Post algebras were considered first by TRACZYK in [5], who proved 
a generalization of the Loomis-Sikorski theorem. However our approach 
will differ from the one used in [5]. 
From now on, we will identify a Post algebra P with its isomorphic 
copy in B*, and consequently, the underlying Boolean algebra B will be 
identified with the "diagonal" of B*. In accordance with this convention, 
we will simplify our notation. Thus, suppose P is a Post algebra of order n, 
whose underlying Boolean algebra is B. Let 0 be an isomorphic copy of B, 
and let B*=On-1={a:a=(a1,a2, ... ,an-1), atEO, 1.;;;;i.;;;;n-1}. Then 
P={a:at>at-1, 2.;;;;i.;;;;n-1, aEB*} and B={a:a1=a2= ... =an-1, 
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a E B*}. We will also use the following notation. Suppose L is a lattice, 
and suppose L' is a sublattice of L. If {alheA is a set of elements of L', 
then the sum. (product) of this set in L', and in L (whenever they exist) 
will be denoted by 
1L' a" (JJL' a") and 1L a" (fiL a") resp. 
AEA AeA AEA AeA 
Recall, that a sublattice L' of a lattice L is called a regular sulJlattice 
of L if, whenever for a subset {al}AeA of L', 1L' a" (fiL' a") exists, then 
AeA AeA 
1L a" (fiL a4) exists, and 1L' a4 = 1L a4 (fiL' a"= fiL a4). 
AeA .t-EA lEA AEA leA lEA 
We will first prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. 
If Pis a Post algebra, whose underlying Boolean algebra is B, then P 
is regular in B*. 
Proof. Suppose {al}.tEA is a set of elements of P such that a= 1Pa4 
AEA 
exists. We must show that a= 1B* a4• Suppose, that the order of P is n. 
AEA 
Let io be a fixed number I .;;;; io.;;;; n- l. Then a10;;;. at~ for every A E A. 
Suppose, b~,0 E C and b~,0 ;;;. ai~ for every A E A. Let b be the element of B* 
such that bt.= I for i<io and bt=bt0 for i;;;.io. Clearly, bE P and b;;;.aA 
for every A E A. Thus, b;;;. a, and it follows that bt0 ;;;. a1,0 • Hence a,= 1c a: AeA 
for l.;;;;i.;;;;n-1. Now, suppose that cis an element of B* such that c;;;.a4 
for every A E A. Then c~,;;;. at for I < i.;;;; n- I and for every A E A. Hence 
c~,;;;.a~, for I .;;;;i.;;;;n-I, and thus c;;;.a. But a;;;.a4 for every A EA. It follows 
that a= 1B* a". The proof for products is similar. 
A&A 
Remark. It is easy to see that B is also regular in B*([I]). Indeed, 
if {a4heA is a set of elements of B, and 1B a4 =y, then 1B a4=y (since B 
AeA AeA 
is obviously regular in B*). But yEP. Hence y= IP aA. 
leA 
For the sake of completeness we also prove the following theorem. which 
was proved first by EPSTEIN [I] (for complete Post algebras). 
Theorem 5.2. 
P is <X-com.plete if and only if, B is <X-complete. 
Proof. (i) Suppose B is <X-com.plete. Let {aAheA' I A I .;;;;<X, be a set 
of elements of P. Let a be the elements of B*, such that at= 1c a: for 
AEA 
I .;;;;i.;;;;n-1. Obviously, a EP and thus a= 1P al. The proof for products is 
similar. AeA 
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(ii) Suppose Pis ,x-complete. Let {a.< he A> I A I <<X, be a set of elements 
of B. Then, by virtue of theorem 5.1, a= !Pat.= !B* aA. But a E B, hence 
a= LB at.. AeA l.eA 
AeA 
Now, let R be a Post ring of sets. We will call Ran ,x-Post ring of sets, 
if R is closed under unions and intersections of at most ,x elements. We 
can then prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. 
Let P be an ,x-complete Post algebra whose underlying Boolean algebra 
is B. Then P is Post isomorphic to an ,x-complete Post ring of sets if and 
only if, B is isomorphic to an ,x-field of sets. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that P is Post isomorphic to an ,x-Post ring of 
sets. By theorem 5.2, B is ,x-complete, and by theorem 5.1, B is isomorphic 
to an ,x-field of sets. 
(ii) Suppose that B is isomorphic to an ,x-field of sets. Then B* is 
isomorphic to an <X-field of sets. Again, it follows from theorem 5.1 that P 
is Post isomorphic to an ,x-Post ring of sets. 
TRACZYK has introduced in [5] a notion of ,x-representability of ,x-
complete Post algebras, and he has characterized the ,x-complete Post 
algebras which are ,x-representable in the sense of his definition (see 
theorem 3 (iii) in [5]). We will use another approach which is based on 
the methods applied in this section. We call an ,x-complete Post algebra 
P ,x-representable, if P is an ,x-complete Post homorphic image of an 
<X-Post ring of sets. (An ,x-complete Post homomorphism of ,x-complete 
Post algebras is a Post homomorphism, which preserves sums and products 
of at most ,x elements.) Recall, that an ,x-complete Boolean algebra is 
,x-representable, if it is an ,x-complete homomorphic image of an ,x-field 
of sets ( cf. [3]). 
We will now give a short proof of the fact that an ,x-complete Post 
algebra is ,x-representable if and only if, its underlying Boolean algebra 
is ,x-representable. By comparing this result with Traczyk's theorem 3 (iii) 
in [5], one readily sees that our definition and the definition of ,x-represen-
tability given in [5] are equivalent. Our definition seems to have the 
advantage that it is a direct generalization of the definition of ,x-represen-
tability of Boolean algebras, whereas our proof of the result stated above, 
is a direct application of the methods used in this section. 
Theorem 5.4. 
Let P be an ,x-complete Post algebra, whose underlying Boolean algebra 
is B. Then P is ,x-representable if and only if, B is ,x-representable. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that P is <X-representable. Thus, there exists an 
,x-Post ring of sets R, and an ,x-complete Post homomorphism h from R 
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onto P. Let R' be the underlying Boolean algebra of R, then by theorem 5.2, 
R' is ex-complete. But R' is regular in R ( cf. remark following the proof 
of theorem 5.1). Hence R' is an ex-field of sets. By virtue of theorem 3.1, 
we have that h(R')=B. But again, B is regular in P, thus if h'=h I R', 
then h' is an ex-complete homomorphism of R' onto B. 
(ii) Suppose that B is ex-representable. Let n be the order of P. There 
exists an ex-field F of sets and an ex-complete homomorphism h from 
F onto B. Let F* be the Post algebra of order n, whose underlying Boolean 
algebra is F. Finally, let F** be the direct product of n-1 copies of F. 
By theorem 5.3, F* is isomorphic to an ex-Post ring of sets, and obviously, 
F** is isomorphic to an ex-field of sets. There is no loss of generality, 
if we assume that F* * is an ex-field of sets, and again, we identify F and F* 
with their isomorphic copies in F**. Now, we extend his a natural way 
to a homomorphism h' from F** onto B*. Observe, that B* is ex-complete, 
and that h' is obviously ex-complete. Now, let h * = h' I F*. Then, it is 
easy to see that h* is a Post homomorphism from F* onto P. By theorem 
5.1, F* is regular in F**, and Pis regular in B*. It follows that h* is 
ex-complete. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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